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Non-Agreement Capable, Or Agreement Incapable, Or...

Agreement-unworthy, or.... I didn't find many English-language report on Putin's last week interview on this issue:

“You know, Obama is no longer president, but there are certain things we don’t talk about publicly,”

Russia’s state-run RIA Novosti  news agency quoted Putin as saying to Stone. “In any case, I can say

that our agreements reached in [a]  telephone conversation were not fulfilled by the American side,”

Putin said, declining to go further into details.

We knew this all along, didn't we? It is not just about personalities, however repulsive in his narcissism and lack of

statesmanship Obama was. It is systemic, no matter who comes to power to the Oval Office--it will make no difference.

No difference, whatsoever. What is known as US power (political) elite has been on the downward spiral for some

time and, in some sense, the whole Epstein affair with serious pedophilia charges, not to mention an unspeakable slap

on the wrist  in which this well-connected pervert was let go ten  years ago,   is just one of many indications of a

complete moral and cognitive decomposition of this so called "elite" which continues to provide one after another

specimens of human depravity. Remarkably, as much as I always feel nauseated when seeing GOPers, it is impossible

to hide the fact that Epstein's clients in their majority are mostly associated with putrid creatures from the so called

"left", with Bill Clinton featuring prominently in the company of this pervert. 

There  were  some attempts to  even  conceive  a  possibility  of somehow "progressives" and  "conservatives" getting

together in their condemnation of this heinous crime (yeah, yeah, I know, Presumption of Innocence). 

Now back to Epstein. If we learn that he was actually running something called the “Lolita Express,”

that would be a signal that prosecutors have a lot of work to do, rounding up the pedophile joyriders. So

it was interesting on July 6 to see Christine Pelosi, daughter  of  the House speaker, posting a stern

tweet: “This Epstein case is horrific and the young women deserve justice. It is quite likely that some of

our faves are implicated but we must follow the facts and let the chips fall where they may—whether on

Republicans or Democrats.” So we can see: the younger Pelosi  wants one standard—a standard that

applies to all.

Doesn't it sound wonderful, warm and fuzzy, or too good to be true? It sure does, because, as much as most American

elite "conservatives" are not really conservatives, what passes as "progressive" in the United States is PRIMARILY

based on sexual deviancy, including implicit  promotion of pedophilia by "intellectual class",  and "environmental"

agenda, period! Everything else is secondary. Those who think that actual conservatism (not a caricature it is known in

the  United  States)  has anything to  discuss with  the  so  called  "progressives"--they unwittingly  support  this  very

"progressive" cause which, in its very many manifestations, is a realization of the worst kind of suppression of many

millennia old natural, including biological, order of things and, in the end, elimination of normality as such--a future

even Orwell would have had difficulty describing. 

Of course, Pinkerton gets some flashes of common sense, when states that:

Most likely, a true solution will have “conservative” elements, as in social and cultural norming, and

“liberal” elements, as in higher taxes on city slickers coupled with conscious economic development for

the proletarians and for the heartland. Only with these economic and governmental changes can we be

sure that it’s possible to have a nice life in Anytown, safely far away from beguiling pleasuredomes. 

Well, he puts it very crudely, but I see where he is at least trying to get it from. I will add, until nation, as in American

nation,  recognizes itself as a  nation,  as people  who  have  common  history,  culture  and  mission,  thus,  inevitably

producing this aforementioned healthy social and cultural norming--no amount of wishful thinking or social-economic

doctrine-mongering will help. There is no United States without European-keen, white Christian, heterosexual folk,

both with acutely developed sense of both masculinity and femininity, period. But this is precisely the state of the

affairs which American "progressives" are fighting against; this is the state of the affairs which they must destroy be

that by imposition of suffocating political correctness, the insanity of multi-gender and LGBT totalitarianism, or by

criminal opening of the borders to anyone, who, in the end, will vote for the Democratic Party. You cannot negotiate

with such people. In the end, WHO is going to negotiate? A cowardly, utterly corrupt, current GOPers and geriatric

remnants of Holy Reaganites? Really? Ask how many of them are Mossad assets and are in the pockets of rich Israeli-

firsters and Gulfies? 

True  "Left" economics,  which  seeks more  just  distribution  (not  re-distribution)  of wealth,  based  on  a  fusion  of

economic models and types of property, cannot exist within cultural liberal paradigm of "privileged" minorities, be

them racial or sexual ones, aided by massive grievance-generating machine--it is not going to last. Both economic and

social normality can exist ONLY within cohesive nation and that, due to activity on both nominal sides (in reality it is

the same) of American political spectrum, has been utterly destroyed. The mechanism of this destruction is rather

simple  and  it  comes down,  in  the end,  to  the,  pardon  my French,  number of ass-holes populating unit-volume
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(density, that is) of political space in America. It goes without saying that such a density in the US reached deadly

toxic levels, and Russiagate coup, Epstein's Affair, or the parade of POTUSes with the maturity levels of high school

kids are just numerous partial manifestations of what one can characterize as the end of the rope. After all, who would

be making any agreements with representatives of the system which is rotting and decomposing? 

Paul Craig Roberts penned today a good piece: The Obituary for Western Civilization Can Now be Written. I have to

disagree somewhat with PCR's one assertion:

           Europeans Are as Dumbshit as Americans

I would pause a little here. Yes and no. Here is Colonel Wilkerson who talks about both wealth (starts roughly at

14:00) and about other very important strategic and operational fact: overwhelming majority of weapons on hands

today are among those who either support Trump openly or simply had it with system in general.

And here is the issue: my bets are on people with military backgrounds, who had first hand experience with military

organization (standard manuals, combat manuals et al) and have operational and command experience in their conflict

with  American  Social  Justice  Warriors  (you  know--"progressives")  and  other  openly  terrorist  "progressive"

organizations such as Antifa. At least ruined Portland started to do something about it. Is there any real left left in the

US? And I don't mean this a-hole Bernie Sanders.

And here is my rephrasing of Tolstoy's conclusion to War and Peace: there are too many ass-holes in American politics

today, very many of them being so called "progressives". This number must be reduced by all legal means today, and if

American ass-holes can work together terrorizing majority of good, not ass-hole people, what's precluding those good

people  to  work  together?  Nothing,  except  for  the  rotting corpse  of  GOP  which  had  audacity  to  call  itself

"conservative". If not, all is lost and we do not want to live in the world which will come. And the guns will start

speaking. 
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• Reply •

grumpy_carpenter • 9 hours ago • edited

People think the USA is a democracy and a bastion of free enterprise .... it is nothing of the sort. It's a CAPITALIST

country. Whoever has the deepest pockets holds the power.

The highest courts in the land just ruled that gerrymandering of congressional districts is a "tradition".

And speaking of courts do some work for a rich corporation and then take them to court when they don't pay you and

see what happens.

Ever been involved in a bankruptcy? Banks, corporate lenders and secured creditors get paid in full. Next comes the

suppliers that can afford a lawyer to attend the hearings ... they get a good chunk of what's owed them. Then you got

your mom and pop suppliers, employees, pension holders and the like .... pennies on the dolllar if they get anything years

after the start of proceedings.

And speaking of bankruptcies I was a sub contractor in commercial construction. You would not believe the scams,

planning and scheming that goes on around bankruptcies. It's out and out theft and often the bankrupt individual is in on it.

I know one marble guy who went under four times .... every time he was refloated by the same GC that forced him into

bankruptcy. The marble contractor didn't even miss a day of work. The GC took over his payroll and kept the project on

track while the suppliers and bond holders were fleeced.

I've barely scratched the surface on this subject ..... It really doesn't matter how good your idea's or abilities are or how

hard you are willing to work it's all about how deep your pockets are. If you do business with someone with deeper

pockets than yours you are at their mercy and the courts will back them up.
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Vasya Pypkin • 5 hours ago> grumpy_carpenter

No wonder. Capitalism is basically vampiric system. It is based on death. When yonge it was progressive but still

vampiric and the older it gets the more vampiric and it becomes. It is same everywhere. Deep pockets rule.

Capitalism basically sucks life from people. People spend their lives to get by while those bloodsuckers have it

easy and live by stealing other people chunks of their lives. However, I think when backlash comes it will be

extremely bloody affair.
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Captain Yossarian • 6 hours ago

see more

"Is there any real left left in the US?"

Same problem in the UK. We have a bunch of fake left (we call them 'champagne socialists' here) that dominate the

media who pretend to be left wing and rant endlessley about toxic identitiy politics, but love war and imperialism. Our old

real left wing used to be anti-war, but not anymore.

The drivel from the US is now infesting the UK: the non-issue that is transgender people, gay marriage, endless talk

about racism etc. Urggghhh, can't fucking stand it. So divisive.

This from the great John Pilger sums them up both in the UK & US:
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• Reply •

cdvision • 6 hours ago

The cancer has spread too far in the body politic of the US. Its in the vital organs. There is only one outcome.

Re Epstein: there are reports that Acosta told the White House that he let Epstein off the first time because he was told

that Epstein was an intelligence asset, and he (Acosta) should back off. The obvious speculation now is that Epstein was

working for Mossad. But I think if this were the case Epstein would not now be under arrest, and it would have been kept

quiet. More likely he was feeding US intelligence, and Trump now sees this as opportunity for some payback.

Paradoxically, the only chance I see for the US is its dire financial state. When it pops, and it will, (I fully expect to see

this happen in what remains of my lifetime), then the resulting depression will be so dire that the elites will be held

accountable and it will offer the opportunity for a reset. But it will require a messiah to make this happen. A civil war will

not be sufficient. Its a slim chance but the only one I see.
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